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Abstract 

Photon pro~duction in an expanding gluon plasma with initially little qua& admixture 
is considered. Photons are created by lowest or&r a, processes which include cparks, 
Chemical equilibration of the quarks in turn is followed by rate equations whi& ~el:ly oli 
lowest order (Y, gg qQ processes. Expansion slows down the qua& cooking. Gomptzred 
with the standard local equilibrium estimates we find a clrastic reduction of meGum- 
energy photons if the initial quak admixure is below 20 of the chemical satm&ori 
density. Higher initial temperatures increme significantl- the high-enwgy photon yield 
and overcompensate this reduction. 



1 Introduction 

Future ultra-relativistic heavy-ion csperiments. such as the iead beam project at CERN- 
SPS, or the RHIC project, or the LHC plan, are aimed to search for deconfinement effects 
in dense and hot nuclear matter. The corresponding theoretical predictions are mainly 
based on lattice QCD calculations [I]. which are addressed at present to equilibrium (ther- 
mal. chemical, and mechanical) properties of the quark-gluon plasma. Various estimates 
indeed point to the possibility to achieve local equilibrium, 

In the very first reaction stage of the colliding nuclei there are hard parton scatterings 
which produce a part of secondaries, e.g., in mini-jets [L?]. Due to semi-hard interactions 
the partons evolve towards local equilibrium, however, in strong competition with th~e 
rapid (mainly longitudinal) expansion of the matter. Semi-hard scatterings in parton 
matter can be in principle be calculated within the framework of perturbative QCDl. 
Perturbative cross sections for gluon-gluon interaction are larger than the ones for quark- 
quark or quark-gluon scatterings. This fctct might imply that in ultra-relativistic heavy- 
ion collisions probably a gluon plasma is initially created with only a few quarks admixed 
[3, 41. Present parton cascade models support such a picture [5, 6, 7, 8, 91. The large 
gluon-gluon cross section helps to thermalize the gluon system fastly. In a second reaction 
stage the few quarks and the gluons thermalize. Even being early in thermal equilibrium 
such a gluon plasma with quak  admixture is still in a chemical off-equilibrium state 
for some time. On a larger, third time scale the chemical equilibration proceeds. This 
is another facet of the deconfinement physics. Since many of the proposed probes of 
the quark-gluon plasma rely on indirect measurements of the deconfined quark matter 
distribution it seems to be necessary to refine the standard estimates (cf. [10]) which rely 
on chemical equilibrium. 

The aim of our paper is to analyse the direct photon production (cf. [11] and Refs. 
quoted therein) in a rapidly expanding gluon plasma, which is initially in thermal equi- 
librium (also with the quark admisture), and which equilibrates towards chemical equi- 
Iibrium by quark production in the above outlined three-stage scenarjo. The chemical 
equilibration process occupies thereby the largest space-time volume. For some interme- 
diate photon energy (N 2 GeV) this stage might be the most important one. Earlier and 
"hotter" stages probably produce harder photons, while softer photons emerge mainly 
from the confinement era and later. 

The NA34 and \VA80 photon measurements at  previous SPS oxygen and sulphuir 
runs indicate that the photon spectra are determined by hadronic (nQ'ss) decays at least 
up £0 95% [12]. Recent experimental refhements seem to leave in the region p l  = P - 
2 GeV some yield which is not yet explained by hadronic decays 1131. While a carefun 
cmfirmation of this result is still needed, such improved measurements are encouraging 
wif& respect t o  the direct photons. Also in vielv on future experiments one needs more 
detaibd estimates of the direct pkoton spectra to get some hints where thermal photons 
show up m ~ s t  clearly and rnigkt be identified e~~erimentally. Also the relation of photons 
from hot hadron matter arid those sf the plasma needs more investigations. 

Our paper is organized as follows, In section 2 we consider the chemical quark equi- 
libration process. tfire use the results in section 3 then to analyze the photon yield from 



the equilibrating plas~na. We aiso malte ü. clue to tfie modified dilepton production whicb 
measures largely the quark content of the plasmü. too. The surnmary can be found in 
section 4. 

2 Evolution of quark degrees of freedom 

We employ a transport model of coupled Boltzmann type equations for the parton distri- 
bution functions f a (p ,  X), where the subscript U = g, q, q denotes the parton species, 

with Lorentz invariant collisional term for the binary 2 + 2 proeesses ab + cd 

Here p = (E,j') is the parton's four momentum, z = (t,q is the space-time, SI' = 
d3p'l(2n)32E denotes the momentum space volume element, and C /MI2 stands for the 
lowest order cr, squared matrix elements which are surnmed over spin and colour, The 
distribution is normalized by the parton density g, J d3p'(27i)-3 f,(p, X) = n,(x), where g, 
denote the degeneracy factors. 

In general one has to sum over various reaction channels in the collisional term (2), but 
we consider here the gg F= qq reactions as most important for changing the quark-gluon 
composition (the parton number &anging processes gg + ggg are considered in Ref. 
[9]). The corresponding t channel reactions do not change the parton species numbers, 
however, are important to maintain the thermal equilibrium, We follow the evolutiofi sf 
the parton system after thermalization accarding to the estimates [4] wighin per turbath  
&CD. 

We do not consider 1 r' 2 reactions with partons '91a'with high virtuality 

since for near-mass shell partons in thermal equilibrium such reaetians are expected be 
suppressed. In addition such reactions would introduce a. term cc n in the beiow slerived 
rate equations, which can be neglected in cofnpaiisan with the quadratic terms in case of 
high parton density. 

The expression (2) miglht be i~ilproved by t&in inta accouni higher order perturbative 
corrections and also non-pertu~bative soft Parts reactions fld].. Since IVB f o c ~ ~  OZL the 
early plasma stages, wherein the medium-hettvy probes arr: tso~ked out, arid on quaPitdPxte 
features, for our expiorative study the first-order perturbative estirnates might s e ~ e  a.s 
+some useful reference d u e .  Even though the ea~By stages B o n l ~  a rnmparaiivdy 
small region of the space-time regisn of matter edrntionn, it an jmportmt r01e $02 

m a q  experiment,a'f signais [I€)] 
Relying on the asstimption of the bsost ianvarimt i 

matter, eg. (1) can be rewritken as 



where T = Jm~ is the proper time (r'is the longitudinal coordinate and t the time in 
cms j; 6 = 7 -Y, with 7 and y as space-time and parton rapidity. respectively. Intergrating 
eq. (3 j over momentum space ( d 3 p , / ( Z n ) 3 )  results in the parton density evolution equation 

The right hand side can be transformeu into an expressiori often used in kinetic theory 

approaches 

where the cross section is defined as 

and v,bvcd denote the relative Aus velocities. The parameter m is introduced here as cut-off 
for the infrared divergent Cross sections gg -, qq and will be discussed below. Note that 
a in eq. (5) is not averaged, as usual? over the number of initial states of the colliding 
partons [15]. 

According to our propositions on thermal equilibrium we approximate the momentum 
space distribution by a Maxwellian, i.e., f ,  f,'4 = X,(T) exp{-E,/T(r)} with the weight 
factor X, and unique temperature T. X, resembles the fugacity. In chemical off-equilibrium 
the weights need to be determined dynamically In chemical equlibrium X, = 1 for all U. 

Using the energy conservation (that is the energy weighted integration over eq. (1)) 
one recovers the known solution for the temperature T(T) K T - ~ / ~ .  That means the 
chemical off-equilibrium does not affect the thermal history as Iong as thermal equilibrium 
is maintained. 

With the ansatz f, = faq in the collisional term ( 5 )  and with the dynamical equations 
(4) one gets a closed system of equations for the parton species densities n , ( ~ ) .  For our 
purpose it, is convenient to introduce the total parton density n = n, + n, + n, and the 
relative g h n  weight X ( T )  = n,(r)/n(r); 1 - X is the total quark weight. Then eqs. (4, 
5) can be cast in the form 

m s  
I(m, T ) ,  I(m. T )  = Lrn dzz2i?(z)&(-1, 

T 

= 4/9 fox U, d $iuark-s; y = 1 far the Bjofken scenario, and 7 = 0 awitches off any 
eqansion). Lhe expsession for the cross section 5 !s deriued from thc standard cross 

seetton for the reaction gg 4 (I@ [l6]. 



If the above introduced cut-off parameter m is identified with the thermal quark mass 
according to screening effects within perturbative QCD, i.c., m(T)  = JLsr<r,/3~ [17], 
then the system (7) can be soivecl analytically for constant a, 

(L = c = 1). The results of calculations of the quark weight 1 - X are displayed in Fig, 1 
for the set of initial parameters xo = 0.8 and I ,  izo = 10 fm-3, T. = 300 MeV, TO = 0.5 
fm/c, K = 1.1. There are quite different estimates of such initial parameters for RHIC 
and LHC conditions, respectively [4, 7, 9, 181. The appropriate choice of these initial 
parameters is still matter of debate. The authors of Refs. [4, 71 claim high parton density 
of the gluon-enriched plasma. Otherwise, the I-IIJING model [9] points to a strongly 
diminished (with respect to phase space saturation) initial parton density. One can see 
in Fig. 1 that it needs a rather long time for coo1;ing out the quarks in tke longitudinally 
expanding plasma. This is in line with the model [9], where also a slow ckemical relaxation 
is found; however, smaller parton densities (but not temperature) are used. JYe conclude 
that after T/% = 57;' the quarks are approxirnately in local chemical equilibrium, i.e., 
X + X„ = 215, rather independent on the initial weight (C£, Fig. 1). 

There are two reasons for the slow chemical quark equilibration. First, qua& csek- 
ing depends sensitively on the density of gluons. which is decreasing due to expansion, 
Indeed, when neglecting the expansion, one approaches faster to equilibrium [cf. dashtd 
curve in Fig. I). Second, the quark screening rnass here intrsduced also preveri9;s fast 
chemical equilibration at initial high temperatures. This is in accordance with previous 
rough estimates [4], in which. however, the eqansisn has been negkctxd. %r sur rather 
conservative parameter set we get TQ = 0,4S a', = 0-5)- One can eaisily check the vari- 
ations of TQ when changing the intial parameters by means of the transparent equatiom 
(8). E.g. the dotted curve in Fig. 1 displays chemical equiiibratisn fm TQ - 0.1, ~ h k h  
might be realized by strong under-saturation of initial partan density as used in Reib: 
Probably soft and higher order processes increasc the park praductlon, 
might be inelastic gluon prohcing processes, such as ipnclndd in Reff 
the too fast dilution of the expanding parton sysitem due ta eexgsansion 
density stays h i g h ,  and accordingly mixe q ~ a r l i ~  ccan bs gror$uced. 

3 Photon production 



~ U, contributions are [20] 

where (E,$ denotes here the photon's four momentum, k, is an infrared cut-off. and 
CE N 0.577 stands for the Euler constant. The relative weights X,,, are connected with 

the gluon weight X via 
(1 - S ~ I L  ii2 xn r2 

X, = X - - -  
T 3  24"- T 3 1 6 '  

where u,d quarks are included. 
In Ref. [20] the resummation technique of Braaten and Pisarski 1211 has been used 

to regularize infrared divergences in the rates (9, 10). However, in our case of chemical 
off-equilibrium gluon plasma the problem of the divergences needs special consideration, 
in general.'Since we focus here on not too soft photons with E > T, the photon emission 
turns out to dependend on k, not too sensitively. We follow therefore a variant in Ref. 
8201 and choose L: = 2 m 2  0 = -T2. 3 

Combining then eqs. (9 - 11) one gets for the total photon rate 

The effect of incomplete chemical equilibration might be discussed by using the ratio 

[ = N(x)/N(x„). Assuming first the same T ,n  for both the equilibrated and non- 
equilibrated sources, we get, e.g., E = 0.5 for X = 0.8 and [ = 0.2 for x = 0.95 at E - 
2 GeV and as = 0.5 and T = 500 MeV (cf. Fig. 2). Smaller photon energies (E W 1 
GeV) result in sIightly higher values of at X > xz„: whiIe higher photon energies (E - 3 
GeVJ reduce t, Note that below E 1 GeV the used formula for the rate is not longer 
reliable 8201, as seen in the overshoot in the region X = X„ * - .  0.7. At E > 1 GeV the 
a, dependence is negligible, as the temperature dependence too. In this comparison we 
assume fulI gluon phase space population, i.e., n„t N 4071--~T~.  In Ref. [9] a strongly 
reduced early parton number is found rvithin the HIJING prediction, n < 0.2n„t. This 
would redum the rate additionally to 5% of the above values. I-Iere we follow more the 
prediction of Refs. [4, 73 tvhich point to early gluon phase space saturation. Therefore, 
the iduence  of Ehe chemical qua& og-equilibrinm effect is within a factor as long as 
initially in tfne ghon plasrila the qua& admixture ic above 20 (i.e., X <: 085). If the 
primordial qua& content is iess, tben a dri-natic reductiou of the thermally produced 

hard photons frorn the deconfined plasrna appears. at  least in lowest order U, processes, 
see Fig. 2. 

The time integrated rate 



I 
( R  is the transverse radius of the plasma) is ciispia~ed in Fig. 3. I'lease note that we use ic  
Fig. 3 the scaled rate (13) in units of n;/T,IL2, i-e., initial gluon phase space suppression 
would strongly reduce the actual yield as discussed above. Let us first consider the 
reference case z = X„, i.e., chemical equilibrium. There is a conservative estimate = 1 
fm/c and T. = 300 MeV [l8]. Assuming no strong entropy production in the subsequent 
evolution, these values fix the final hadron rapidity density. Shorter initial times, as 
advovated in Refs. [4, 7, 9, 191 result in higher initial temperatures at this fixed rapidity 
density, e.g., (r0,To) = (0.3 fm/c, 448 MeV) or (0.1 fm/c, 646 MeV). One observes in 
Fig. 3 that higher initial temperatures and shoiter initial times increase considerably the 
high-energy photon yield. For the low-energy photons the rates (9, 10) are not reliable, 
but nevertheless only a small effect is Seen. That is because the early hot stages produc~e 
the harder photons- For indicating the sensitivity of the yield we also use other initid 
values, which belong to different hadron rapidity densities, such as (0.5 fm/c, 300 MeV) 
and (1 fm/c, 500 MeV). cr, variations are demonstrated in Fig. 3 too: the effect in the 

scaled yield is of minor importance. The upper Part in Fig. 3 displays the effect oif 
incomplete chemical quark equilibration. In case of small values of TQ < 0.1 one recovers 
the overall suppression by a factor 0.5 for xo = 0.8. Assuming a faster quark equilibrating 
process, described by larger TQ,  then the low-energy photons are not longer suppressed 

. while the high-energy photons are, because in later stages where quarks are in equilibrium 
the high-energy photon production is not effective. Nevertheless the net effect is not too 
large. The main suppression can arise from intial gluon phase space under-saturation. 

Finally m7e comment on the dilepton yield. Also the dilepton production rate is related 
to the quark density Therefore, a modification of the lowest order U., processes is to be 
expected in the initially gluon-enriched plasma too. This modification is similar to the 
above presented one. The photon yield can be cast into the form 

where F(x7  z )  is the expression in paranthesis in eq. (12) but with the repSacement 

by z, which is weakly dependent on z. The dileptsn yield fos the lowest srder 
processes are similar. In equlibriurn no cc T:, therefore, both rates depend essentially on 
the squared hadron rapidity density clNh/dy cc T;ro. H~wever, if n < rlmt tben the Same 
additional reduction of the dilepton rate appears as discussed above for photons, 

So estimate the net effect of the slow quark equilibration we mention that of Course 
% 

softer processes probably enhance at later times the produciionn rates. NeverthePess, if 
the picture as forcast in Refs. 13> 41 and supported by paston cascadin c~sreci arid 
initial'fy a gluon plasma is created, then the early deconfinenient probes, ~vhicPi mezsure 
rather directly tbe thermalized quak distribu%lon, are expect-d ts be suppressed. Th% is 
not necessarily a bad effect, since there are speculations [2?,J tha* the slgnds of deconfined 
matter is determined b ~ -  the very early stages where a dense strongly aseqtunlibr~umpa~ton 
system formed. d possible supgression of these very eady sign& aeems t;s e&aact? %He 
chance to see more from the guark-glusn plama and hadrm s0i;rrc-e- af $10 

Note however, that our scenario daes not caver ehe hB31 pre-ec*g~iabri'~~m aL 
consider onPy the chemic:aS eguifibration. 1% hope ts handle the $1- therm~%zatlon arnd 



subsequent admixiture thermalization processes within more general kinetic tiieory 
models. In particular one lias to address the question whether the still not equilibrated 
?'hot7>artons in very early stages enhance the hard (large invariant mass) probes o£ 
parton matter. and therefore counter-balance the here discussed suppression of semi-hard 
probes. 

4 Summary 

In Summary we consider here the chemical quark equilibration in a thermalized gluon- 
enriched plasma. The infrared regularized lowest o d e r  process gg = qij rates point to 
rather slow quark equilibration. The photon yield is suppressed by a factor 0.5 if the initial 
quark density is about 20%. as inidicated by present estimates. An additional stronger 
suppression can be caused by gluon phase space suppression, i.e., if gluons are early 
thermalized but have a reduced density. The higher initial temperature (in comparison 
with a lateron fully equilibrated quark-gluon plasrna) overcompensates the mentioned 
suppression of the high-energy probes. 
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Fig. 1: The  time evolution of the relative qua& weight (1 - x ) / ( l  - X-). The dashed 
line depicts the  evolution in ehe static case 7 = 0, and the dotted curve is for TQ = 0.1. 
For details c~onsult text. 

Fig, 2: The rtttio oi nsn-eqoiiIihrilrm to equiii:ürium rates as functisn of the giuon weight 
z at in = 5001 MeV and for CY, - 0-5. f;Ull/dariPredJdo&te curves are for photon energies 

eV. The arroiv indisates the c:viiibrium vaBtne z„ = 2/5. 

: 11 
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Fig. 3: The scaled photon yieid Y = - as function sf Ihe photan 
energy E. The curves are lal-4ed by ro (in fm/c) / T. (in MeV), and the time integsation 
is extended till reaching 7 -  = 100 MeV. In the lolVer part a: = X„ is used, and a, = 
0.3/0.5/0.7 for dashed/fu~l/short-dashed curves. The rnpper part shows the comparison aif 

the yields for different chemical qua& equ i i i b ra t i~s  (dashed/shost-dasbed linec for TQ = 
0.5 / < 0.1, xo = 0.81. ivhiie tlic fuil c u r ~  is for s = r', (' = 0.3 fm/c. Tu = 4.18 MeV). 
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